We study the effects induced by new neutral fermions below their mass threshold, due to their possible mixing with the standard neutrinos. We use as experimental constraints the recent results on lepton universality, together with the measurement of the µ decay rate and the updated LEP data. In particular, the inclusion in our data set of the most recent determinations of the τ branching fractions, mass and lifetime implies that a previous indication of a non-vanishing mixing for ν τ is no longer present. We obtain new stringent limits on the mixing parameters between ν e , ν µ , ν τ and heavy neutral states of different weak isospin. If no assumption on the type of neutrinos involved in the mixing is made, we find s 2 ν e < 0.0071, s 2 ν µ
Introduction
Several extensions of the Standard Model (SM), such as the Left-Right, SO (10) and E 6 models, predict the existence of new neutral fermions. LEP results imply that these new particles, if they are not singlets under the SM group, should be heavier than ∼ M Z /2. Even in the case in which these new particles are too heavy to be directly produced, their presence could still affect the physics at low energy, since in general they will be mixed with the SM neutrinos. Such a mixing will affect the neutral current (NC) and charged current (CC) couplings of the known neutral states, and hence can be constrained by the precision tests of the SM. Previous model-independent, comprehensive analyses were performed in refs. [1] [2] [3] , resulting in particular in limits on the neutrino mixing angles roughly at the level of ≤ 10 −1 . Recently, new precise tests of universality from the leptonic decays of the π meson [4, 5] and from τ decays [6, 7] have become available. New determinations of the τ mass [8] and lifetime [9] have also removed the previous ∼ 2σ discrepancy from the SM predictions in τ decays 1 In addition, the LEP determination of the invisible width of the Z boson has also improved.
In this paper we take into account all these results, including also the experimental data on µ decay, and derive new stringent limits on the mixing angles of the known neutrinos with new neutral fermions heavier than a few GeV.
From the theoretical point of view, these results are particularly important in order to constrain a class of models in which large mixing angles of the standard neutrinos with new states are allowed, keeping at the same time the masses of the known neutrinos below the laboratory limits. As we will discuss in Section 2, these models require an (almost) degenerate mass matrix for the neutral states, so that vanishing (very small) masses for SM neutrinos can result in a natural way.
Mixing with new heavy neutrinos
We will describe all the new independent neutral fermionic degrees of freedom by left-handed fields arranged in a vector ν N , without distinguishing between neutrinos and antineutrinos [1] [2] [3] . Thus we introduce a vector n 0T = (ν T , ν T N ) of left-handed spinors, where ν T ≡ (ν eL , ν µL , ν τ L ) are the known neutrinos. The fields appearing in n 0 are gauge eigenstates. The general mass term for the neutral states is
where C is the matrix of charge conjugation. The matrix M is symmetric and can be diagonalized through an "orthogonal" transformation
1 In a previous analysis [2] this discrepancy appeared to be an indication of a nonvanishing mixing between ν τ and new heavy neutral state with weak-isospin + 1 2 ..
We can write the vector n of the mass eigenstates as n T = (n T , n T h ), where n are the light neutrinos and n h the heavy ones. Here we assume that the number of states in the vector n is three, corresponding to the number of standard neutrinos measured at LEP. The matrix U can then be written in block form as
so that the unitarity conditions read A † A + F † F = AA † + GG † = I. We will allow for the general possibility that different kinds of new neutrinos, with different SU (2) transformation properties, be present. Then the vector ν N can be decomposed in subspaces labelled by different values of the weak isospin t 3 , ν
For instance, the subspace labelled by t 3 = 0 contains neutrinos from singlets (or from real triplets, which sometimes have been considered in the literature [10] , or even from larger real multiplets). The t 3 = 1/2 subspace contains new ordinary neutrinos (i.e. transforming as the standard doublet neutrinos), and the t 3 = −1/2 subspace contains exotic neutrinos belonging to right-handed doublets that can appear in models with mirror and/or vector doublets of leptons. All these possibilities are simultaneously present, for example, in E 6 models. The above formalism allows also for other possibilities, e.g. t 3 = ±1, corresponding to neutrinos appearing in SU (2) L complex triplets. Accordingly the matrices F and H can also be decomposed in submatrices corresponding to different subspaces, e.g. 
In general, whenever the neutrinos mix with neutral states in non-singlet representations, we can expect that also the left-handed charged leptons will be mixed with the new charged states present in the new multiplets. This would give an additional suppression factor for the CC coupling in (4), which would result in constraints on the ν mixings stronger than the conservative limits we will obtain below. In addition to this, an induced right-handed current term would be present on the r.h.s in (4) whenever both the neutrinos and the right-handed charged leptons mix with exotic states in right-handed doublets. As discussed in detail in Refs. [2, 3] , its effect is of higher order in the light-heavy mixings, and thus can be neglected in the present analysis. This allows us to restrict the set of new physics parameters that describe the mixing effects in the CC observables to the mixings of the neutrinos, since the corresponding constraints will still hold in the presence of non-zero mixings for charged leptons. Denoting with T 3 the generator corresponding to the third component of weak isospin, the NC coupled to the Z boson is J
Un. When projected onto the light states, this gives
The matrix T 3 is diagonal, with entries given by the values of the weak isospin on the corresponding components of n 0 . In processes occurring below the mass threshold for the production of the heavy states, the standard gauge eigenstate ν a (a = e, µ, τ ) is effectively replaced by its (normalized) projection |ν light a onto the subspace of the light neutrinos |n i (i = 1, 2, 3),
where c
has non-trivial projections on the subspace of the standard neutrinos |ν b as well as on the subspaces of the new neutrinos |ν
B , where the superscript refers to the particular value t 3 of the weak isospin. In fact we have
with s
= 1 from unitarity. The parameter θ ν a measures the total amount of mixing of the known state of flavour a = e, µ, τ with the new states, while λ a t 3 gives the relative weight of the particular mixing involving new states of weak isospin t 3 . These sets of parameters are sufficient to describe the effects of the light-heavy mixing in all the CC and NC processes that we will discuss. Let us consider as an example a weak decay involving the transition e a → n i , where the subscript a = e, µ, τ labels the flavour and i = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to a light-mass eigenstate. From eq. (4), the change with respect to the SM decay rate induced by the neutrino mixings is
and depends only on the global reduction c ν a in the couplings of the light neutrinos. Before concluding this Section we want to comment on the theoretical expectations for the values of the mixing parameters. In the usual see-saw mechanism for the generation of small neutrino masses, the light-heavy mixing angle θ depends on the ratio between the light and heavy mass scales, and typically we have
, even if we take m as large as allowed by the laboratory limit on the ν τ mass ∼ 31 MeV [11] 2 we get sin 2 θ < ∼ 10 −3 , that is more than one order of magnitude smaller than the constraints that we will derive from the experimental data in Section 4. In general it is hard to obtain larger mixing of the standard neutrinos with particles heavier than ∼ M Z /2 without conflicting with the laboratory limits on the ν masses [11] , unless the matrix M is (almost) degenerate. This can occur if (at least) two kinds of new states are present. For instance, let us assume that a pair N , N c of new neutrinos exists, with the lepton number assignments
which is degenerate, ensuring that three eigenstates form massless Weyl neutrinos. This is due to the fact that while the heavy states form Dirac neutrinos, the light states remain with no chirality partner and hence massless. However, small Lviolating Majorana mass terms for the states ν and N could also be allowed, and could be relevant for explaining the solar neutrino deficit via neutrino oscillations. Mass matrices of the form (9) can arise for example in generalized E 6 models [13, 14] , as well as in models predicting other kinds of vector multiplets (singlets, triplets, . . . ) or new mirror multiplets of leptons with neutral components N , N c . Clearly, if in (9) M νN c ∼ M NN c , the mixing angle between ν and N can be arbitrarily large. For example if the new neutrinos N are ordinary, then M νN c and M NN c could be generated by vacuum expectation values of Higgs fields transforming in the same way under SU (2) so that the ν-N mixing could be naturally close to maximal.
A different possibility would be to have light singlets, whose mass is not constrained by LEP and hence the see-saw suppression is less severe. Besides the constraints that we obtain below, which hold for m ν s > ∼ GeV, significant bounds also exist for lighter singlets (m ν s ≪ GeV) coming from primordial nucleosynthesis, since their mixing with active states can bring them, via oscillations, into equilibrium [15] .
Experimental constraints
All the precise laboratory experiments are in good agreement with the predictions of the SM, which depend on a set of fundamental input parameters. Here we choose the QED coupling constant α measured at q 2 = 0, the mass of the Z boson M Z = 91.187 ± 0.007 GeV [16] and the Fermi constant G F . All the relevant one-loop corrections have been taken into account in the numerical analysis.
The values of α and M Z as extracted from experiments are not affected by the mixings. In contrast, the effective µ-decay constant G µ = 1.16637(2) × 10
is related to the fundamental coupling G F through the neutrino mixing angles [1] [2] [3] ,
As a consequence, all the observables that depend on the strength of the weak interactions G F will be affected by the mixing angles θ ν e , θ ν µ . This is the case, for instance, for the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. For our analysis we have used the CC constraints on lepton universality and on CKM unitarity, as well as the NC constraints from the LEP measurements at the Z peak.
Lepton universality
The ratios g e /g µ and g τ /g µ of the leptonic couplings to the W boson, which in the SM are predicted to be unity (universality) are extracted from weak decays. From eq. (8) 
The best test of e-µ universality comes from π → eν compared to π → µν. . Thus we obtain (g e /g µ ) 2 = R π /R SM π = 0.9966 ± 0.0030. The best tests of µ-τ universality come from the τ leptonic decays compared to µ decay. The new world average, including LEP data, gives (g τ /g µ ) 2 = 0.989±0.016 [7] . This value takes into account also the recent improvements on the determinations of the τ mass [8] and lifetime [9] , and is no longer in conflict with the SM prediction of unity. A second test comes from τ → π(K)ν τ , which gives (g τ /g µ ) 2 = 1.051 ± 0.029 [7] ; this is almost 2σ off the SM, and hardly compatible with the above determination from τ decays. In our analysis, we have used the first, more accurate determination of (g τ /g µ ) 2 , which is also theoretically clearer. However, we will also give the results obtained including both these constraints at the same time.
CKM unitarity
The observed CKM matrix elements V ud and V us are obtained by dividing by G µ the measured vector coupling in β decay and in K e3 and hyperon decays, respectively. These processes are weak decays involving a vertex with ν e , so that a factor c ν e is present. Then the effect of the mixing is to modify V ui , i = d, s, by a factor c ν e G F /G µ [1, 2] . The value of |V ub |, obtained from the analysis of semileptonic B decays, is negligibly small for our purposes. Then the unitarity constraint for the first row of the CKM matrix in the presence of neutrino mixing becomes [1, 2] 
Due to eq. (10), this depends only on s ν µ . This theoretical expression has to be compared with the result extracted from experiments [18] :
Invisible width of the Z boson
The invisible decay rate of the Z boson into neutrinos is proportional to the Fermi constant G F multiplied by the sum of the squares of the neutrino NC couplings in (5) . Normalizing to the SM contribution, and keeping only the first order in the light-heavy mixing, we get
where the parameters Λ a ≡ 2 t 3 (1 − 2t 3 )λ a t 3 describe the particular admixture of heavy neutrinos, assumed heavier than M Z /2, involved in the mixing.
If the light states are mixed only with new ordinary states, corresponding to λ t 3 =1/2 = 1 (Λ = 0), the invisible width is slightly increased by the factor G F /G µ . A mixing with singlet neutrinos (λ t 3 =0 = 1, Λ = 2) or with neutrinos from exotic doublets (λ t 3 =−1/2 = 1, Λ = 4) will give a reduction in the effective number of neutrinos. Neutrinos appearing in different kinds of lepton triplets behave in different ways. For real triplets the neutral component has t 3 = 0 and behaves essentially like a singlet. Neutrinos in complex triplets have t 3 = ±1, so that Λ = −2 or Λ = 6.
We see that the effects of light-heavy neutrino mixing can be described by means of the parameters λ a t 3 (appearing in the three combinations Λ a ) and θ ν a , which together define the decomposition (6) of the vector |ν light a . As we discussed in Section 2, in the presence of mixings in the neutral sector it is natural to expect that also the charged leptons will be mixed with new heavy partners, implying a possible violation of universality for their couplings to the Z boson. We then use, for consistency, a determination of Γ Z→inv from the LEP experiments, which is independent of the assumption of universality for the chargedlepton couplings. Let us consider the flavour-dependent Z line-shape parameters Γ Z , σ 0 h , R e , R µ , R τ [16] , where Γ Z is the total width of the Z boson, σ 0 h is the hadronic cross section at the peak, and R l ≡ Γ h /Γ l are the ratios of the hadronic to the leptonic (l = e, µ, τ ) partial widths. We can define
we get
Using the experimental determinations [16] for the set Γ Z , σ 0 h , R e , R µ , R τ and its correlation matrix, we obtain Γ Z→inv = (498.6±5.2) MeV, slightly different from the value obtained in ref. [16] with the assumption of universality. Taking into account
we finally obtain Γ Z→inv /Γ SM Z→inv = (1.002±0.010)/ρ. The dependence on ρ will give a correlation between the top quark mass m t and the neutrino mixing angles (mainly s ν τ , which is less constrained by other measurements).
Besides the constraints arising from the invisible width, eq. (13), obtained under the assumption M > M Z /2, an important signature at the Z peak of fermionic mixing is the single production of a heavy state (provided it is lighter than M Z ) in association with a light one. In this case, visible signals due to the decay of the heavy neutrino could be present [19, 20] , since the mixing will also imply that the heavy neutrino can decay through the channels n h → ν + Z * → ℓ + ℓ − ,and
A search for signals of these decays has been performed at LEP for heavy singlets in the mass range 3 GeV < M < M Z [21, 22] . For 3 GeV < M < 50 GeV the resulting limits, s 2 ν a < ∼ 10 −4 , are very stringent, and they worsen for M approaching M Z due to phase space suppression of the production rate [22] . This mechanism provides then a tool to search for tiny mixing angles with states lighter than M Z , a search that is complementary to the ones discussed in this paper.
Results
We have collected all the theoretical predictions and the experimental results for the electroweak observables in a χ 2 function. We have verified that the zero mixing case (s ν a = 0 for a = e, µ, τ ) lies inside the 90% confidence level region, so that there are no evidences for neutrino mixing with new particles. The former 2σ disagreement of the data from τ decays has disappeared, owing to the new experimental results discussed in Section 3. As a result, also the signal of a possible non-zero mixing of the τ neutrinos with new ordinary states, which was found in a previous analysis [2] , is no longer present. Since no signals of non-zero mixings are found, all the results of our fit are presented as (90% c.l.) upper bounds on the mixing angles.
For the limits on the mixings s ν e and s ν µ we obtain
almost independently of Λ e and Λ µ . This is due to the fact that the main sources of constraints are CC processes, namely µ decay and the lepton universality test on (g e /g µ ) 2 for s 2 ν e , and the CKM unitarity test (depending on the µ-decay constant) for s 2 ν µ . The constraints from the LEP data are much less stringent than the previous ones, and for this reason the limits (15) will not change significantly, even if the new neutral states involved in the mixing were lighter than M Z . However they are still assumed to be heavier than the production energy thresholds in the relevant processes used for the experimental determinations, that is m π and m Λ respectively.
In contrast, the limits on s ν τ do depend on the value of Λ τ , that is on the weak isospin of the new neutrinos involved in the mixing. The different limits are given TABLE I. Value of the 90% c.l. upper bound on s ν τ , corresponding to a set of values of the parameter Λ τ describing the type of the new heavy particles involved in the mixing with ν τ . The top mass has been fixed to m t = 150 GeV. The first line gives the conservative limits, obtained using the set of constraints including the data on µ and τ leptonic decays and on the invisible width of the Z boson. The tighter bounds given in the second line are less conservative, since they have been obtained by including in the data set also the constraint from τ → π(K)ν τ .
Conservative bound 0.033 0.024 0.015 0.010 0.019
Using τ → π(K)ν τ 0.020 0.017 0.012 0.0089 0.013 in table I. The conservative bounds are obtained using only the determination of the universality ratio from τ decays and the results from LEP. In the second line we give the more stringent, but less conservative, bounds obtained by including in the data set the constraint from τ → π(K)ν τ . The result for Λ τ = 0 coincides also with the bound that can be set using only the CC constraints, since for this particular value of Λ τ the NC couplings are not affected by s ν τ . This bound,
is valid for any Λ τ provided that the new particles involved in the mixing are heavier than m τ , and improves by a factor 3 (5) the previous result (s 2 ν τ < 0.098 for Λ τ = 0 [2] ). For Λ τ = 0 the bounds are more stringent, due to the effectiveness of the additional constraint from the Z invisible width. Assuming that the new particles are heavier than M Z , and taking the value m t = 150 GeV for the top-quark mass, this constraint alone sets a limit s
. For |Λ τ | > ∼ 1 this is comparable to the effect of the CC constraint, and the combined result is given in the table. For large |Λ| the constraint from LEP data is the most stringent though somewhat less general, since it holds only under the assumption that the new particles involved in the mixing are heavier than M Z . The bounds change slightly (at most by ∼ 20% of their value) for different choices of m t in the range 110 GeV < m t < 200 GeV. In general, since
t ) the limit is weakened either for greater m t if Λ τ > 0, or for smaller m t when Λ τ < 0.
As we have already mentioned, models predicting new neutral fermions often contain also additional charged fermions as well as new neutral gauge bosons [2, 3] .
Then in some observables the contributions due to these additional sources of new physics can compensate in part the effects of the light-heavy neutrino mixing. As we have discussed, our limits are still reliable in the presence of non-zero mixings for the charged leptons. However, as is shown in references [2, 3] , the additional effects of new neutral gauge bosons and especially of non-zero light-heavy mixings in the quark sector can relax the bounds on the neutrino mixing angles. The most important cancellations can affect the bound on s ν µ , whose contribution to the CKM unitarity sum can be compensated by a mixing between the left-handed quarks and new exotic particles [1] [2] [3] .
Conclusions
We have studied the effects induced by new neutral fermions below the threshold for their direct production. The possible mixing of these new particles with the standard neutrinos would affect the NC and CC processes for the light states as discussed in Section 2. The CC experimental test on lepton universality and µ decay, as well as the NC data on the Z boson invisible width, have been used to constrain the light-heavy neutrino mixing angles. We have found no evidence for this kind of new physics effects, and the new limits we have obtained on the mixing parameters improve the results of previous analyses [1] [2] [3] . We have also generalized our discussion to include new states of arbitrary weak isospin. Our main results are summarized by eqs. (15) and (16) . These limits are general in the sense that they hold independently of the weak isospin of the new states involved in the mixing. The underlying assumption that the new states are heavier than m π , m Λ , m τ , respectively, for the neutrino mixings of the first, second and third generation, is non-trivial only for the mixing with singlet neutrinos (or more in general, neutrinos with third component of weak isospin t 3 = 0). In the particular case of s ν τ , the limits can be more stringent depending on the specific value assumed for the weak isospin of the heavy states. The constraints from the LEP measurement of the invisible width is very important in this case. A list of limits that correspond to different possible values of the weak-isospin for the new states is given in table I.
Our bounds are of little use in the framework of see-saw models, which in fact predict light-heavy mixing angles much smaller than the experimental limits. However, different models exist in which the mixing angles between the known and the new heavy neutral states can be naturally large, and they are directly constrained by our results. For example we have shown that this is the case for a class of models that predict an (almost) degenerate mass matrix in the neutral sector, since in this case large mixing angles are naturally consistent with vanishing (small) masses for the standard neutrinos.
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